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Government in the reference cited have issued orders duly changing
the nomenclature of all the existing APAOs and PAOs in the State as
indicated therein (copy enclosed). Consequent on issue of the above orders,
the APAOs/PAOs are requested to take necessary follow up action on the
following items immediately.

Change the name boards of the offices with the new nomenclature,
if necessary.
Rubber Stamps/Seals are to be changed with the new
nomenclature
On the cheque leaves also necessary changes are to be made
accordingly
All the DDOs under the payment control of the respective
PAOs/APAOS are to be informed about the change of the
nomenclature.
The DTOs are also be informed about the change in name of the
office.
The AG, AP, Hyderabad may also bc informed
The information about the change of the name should also be
updated in the website under RTI Act.
All the Joint Directors of Works Accounts snould inform the HoDs
under their control about the change in the nomenclature of the
APAOs/PAOs so as to enable them to indicate the changed names
of the APAOsIPAOs in releasing the LoCs to the concerned
PAOs/APAOs.
Any other items require for change may aiso be made wherever
necessary about the change in the nomenclaiure.
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To
AllAsst Pay & Accounts Officers
All Pay & Accounts Officers
All Joint Directors of Works Accounts
Copy to all Officers and Sections in the Directorate
Copy to the EDP Team for making necessary modifications in the modules
wherever necessary
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Joint Directar of gforhs Accounts


